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Rincon Power introduces the new RXC60-B9 

1000V/600A bi-directional contactor 
 

Carpinteria, California – Rincon Power, a leading innovator in advanced power management solutions, is excited 
to announce the latest addition to its product lineup – the RXC60-B9 bi-directional contactor featuring the Chassis-
Mount configuration.  This innovative mounting option simplifies busbar and wiring connections, providing 
enhanced convenience and flexibility for high-power applications.  While retaining the exceptional performance, 
reliability, and safety features of its predecessor, the RXC60-B9 sets a new benchmark for power management 
across diverse industries. 
 
The RXC60-B9 features a hermetically sealed enclosure that provides unparalleled protection against 
environmental hazards such as moisture, dust, and corrosive agents.  This ensures reliable isolation of high voltage 
within a compact and robust ceramic enclosure.  Designed and assembled in Carpinteria, California, this 600A / 
1000V bi-directional contactor seamlessly integrates into Rincon Power’s expanding range of sealed high voltage 
solutions, including contactors, relays, and manual disconnect switches. 
 
The single pole, single throw (SPST) normally-open design of the RXC60-B9 can be optionally equipped with an 
SPDT auxiliary contact, providing both normally-open and normally-closed feedback.  This versatility allows for 
seamless integration into various applications, including high voltage safety circuits, status feedback systems, or 
weld detection mechanisms.  Engineered for high current carry, extremely low contact resistance, and minimal 
power loss, the RXC60-B9 is ideal for power distribution in renewable energy systems, electric vehicle charging, 
industrial machinery, and many other critical applications. 
 
"As industries evolve and technology advances, the need for robust, high-performance power management 
solutions continues to grow," remarked Brian Munari, Business Development Manager at Rincon Power. "The 
RXC60-B9 chassis-mount is a welcome addition to our expanding product portfolio, giving customers even more 
options and greater design flexibility.” 
 
For more info or to place an order, please call +1.805.456.6424, email  info@rinconpower.com, or visit us on the 
web at www.rinconpower.com 
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Rincon Power is a leading supplier of high-performance contactors, relays, and switches designed to meet the 
needs of an electrified future.  Our products are hermetically sealed and engineered to provide superior 
performance in harsh environments and demanding applications.  Our world HQ is located in Carpinteria, California 
where our team of industry veterans and seasoned professionals draws on deep technical experience with product 
design, testing, and manufacturing all under one roof in a state-of-the art facility.  Let our experience be your 
competitive advantage.  For more info, please visit www.rinconpower.com 
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